ZONING IMPACT ANALYSIS FORM
Analyze the impact of the proposed rezoning and provide a written point-by-point response to the following questions:

1. Does the zoning proposal permit a use that is suitable in view of the use and development of adjacent and
nearby property?
Yes, adjacent properties are zoned M1-A and primarily office and medical. This is an existing building, and we are not expanding
_____________________________________________________________________________________
the footprint, but only changing the use to allow medical. Medlock Medical at 11459 Johns Creek Pkwy is a nearby medical building.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

2. Does the zoning proposal adversely affect the existing use or usability of adjacent or nearby property?
No, it will enhance the usability of adjacent and nearby properties by conveniently offering medical services to the community,
_____________________________________________________________________________________

reducing traffic and the need to access Peachtree Pkwy/141 and McGinniss Ferry Road for doctor appointments.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

3. Does the property to be rezoned have a reasonable economic use as currently zoned?
It has a reasonable economic use, but a mixed use of office and medical will be a higher and better use in keeping with the goals
_____________________________________________________________________________________
of the City's Vision and future land use to revitalize this area as a higher density mixed use live-work community.
____________________________________________________________________________________

4. Will the zoning proposal result in a use that could cause an excessive or burdensome use of existing
streets, transportation facilities, utilities or schools?
The proposed zoning will not burden infrastructure as it is an existing building already connected to water and sewer, non-residential, and
_____________________________________________________________________________________
a low impact if any on traffic as the high intensity high employee call center is being replaced with medical office and an office consolidation.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

5. Is the zoning proposal in conformity with the policies and intent of the land use plan?
Yes. The future land use calls for this area to be a Town Center of high-intensity mixed-use zoning to attract businesses that will expand
_____________________________________________________________________________________
the City's health, wellness, educational and technology sectors. This proposed rezoning is in alignment with the City's intended land use.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

6. Are there existing or changing conditions that affect the use and development of the property which support
either approval or denial of the zoning proposal?
There is a growing need for medical services to serve the aging demographics as evidenced by the ten senior housing and assisted living facilities
_____________________________________________________________________________________
existing or proposed for the City of Johns Creek including: Hearthside, Sunrise, Ashwood Meadows, Brookhaven, St. Ives Memory Care, Ivy Hall Senior Living, etc.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

7. Does the zoning proposal permit a use that can be considered environmentally adverse to the natural
resources, environment and citizens of the City of Johns Creek?
No adverse environmental effect. This is an existing building in full compliance with environmental regulations. Future medical tenants
______________________________________________________________________________

will utilize the services of professional certified biomedical waste management firms for proper waste disposal.
______________________________________________________________________________
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